
As with Stage 2, the prospect of working in a live school environment always 
poses a challenge to a project. Cabramatta High School remained open during 
the Stage 3 works.  Donnelley Constructions priority was to ensure that no 
works exposed students or staff to hazards, as well as minimising noise disrup-
tion to school activities. 

A major challenge of this project was controlling site access into the school 
during school hours. With Roads and carparks being excavated, strict traffic 
control procedures were put in place to ensure the safety of students, staff 
and construction workers. Donnelley Constructions approach to shared access 
sites is always one of consideration and professionalism.

The school is bordered by approximately 20 neighbouring houses who are 
within close proximity of the boundary fence. Additionally, the majority of 
these neighbours were non-English speaking, increasing the difficulty of 
communication. The site team’s ability to communicate with stakeholders in all 
situations saw them manage the challenges, and ensure a smooth delivery was 
achieved. 

Project Challenges

LEMONGROVE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE

Client 
Value
Dates 
Location

Capital Insight/NSW Health

$4.3 million

June 2013 – March 2014

Penrith, NSW

Project Profile

Donnelley Constructions was engaged by NSW Health to 
deliver the construction of the new Lemongrove Community 
Health Centre in Penrith. The new facility includes a larger 
reception area, six purpose-built counselling clinic rooms and 
parking spaces including disability parking. 

Additionally, the scope included site establishment, minor 
demolition, surveying, excavation, retaining walls, associated 
civil works and infrastructure to the west of the site, main 
services to the new building, turf landscaping and line 
marking. 

The new facility is designed to support the provision of 
integrated and co-ordinated Chronic and Complex Care 
to the Penrith community. Clinic services are able to be 
expanded, and additional services added. 

The team’s experience delivering construction projects 
in live environments ensured that all areas of interaction 
were kept incident free, and disruptions were minimised.
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Project Challenges

Donnelley Constructions was required to operate in a live, hospital environment. This always 
requires open communication, thorough planning and exceptional safety practices. The teams’ 
experience delivering construction projects in live environments ensured that all areas of 
interaction were kept incident free and disruptions were minimised. 

The scope required a complete design and construct within a client-initiated tight timeframe. 
Donnelley Constructions worked efficiently to meet all expectations and deadlines. 

Additionally, the original design was for a modular building, however Donnelleys delivered it as 
a light weight frame construction on site. The economic efficiencies were redirected to other 
client requirements, including an upgraded air conditioning set up. 
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